The awe-inspiring
fireworks and prize
distribution ceremony
DHA
community
watched
the
extravagant display of vivid green,
red, orange, purple and yellow colours
against the night sky.

CAPTAIN
FASIH BABAR AMIN SHAHEED
SPORTS COMPLEX - PHASE VI

“SOMETIMES YOU JUST HAVE TO ROLL WITH THE
PUNCHES” National Boxing & Swimming Championships

CONTRIBUTION TO I Q B A L & Q UA I D

GRAND DECLAMATION CONTESTS

SPORTS REVIVAL

Declamation Contests by DHA Education
System to pay homage to National Heroes for
their strenuous efforts.

MESSAGE FROM
THE PRESIDENT DHA EXECUTIVE BOARD
I recognise and appreciate the favourable outcome by DHA as dynamic & a well-founded
organisation.
Looking back on the year 2021, DHA has delivered in its bailiwick, more than what was expected
amidst the days when world is passing through global pandemic causing anxiety & devastating
impact on public health, societies & economies. DHA team has taken it as an opportunity to be
real performers who can work without fear in this period of change.
The organisation has kept itself informed and proactive in delivering routine task and considering
new approaches which ultimately has built our business.
As president, I also want the community members to know that we are conscious of our progress
and we regularly consider what our growth means to our ability to serve you even better. We will
keep ourselves focused on working resourcefully with our traditional strength of transparency
and fair regulation.
We need to stay committed to serve efficiently through residents support, by staying informed,
by establishing collaborations and by adapting new skills to allow us to be better providers and
more public-facing.
Good luck for the year 2022 !
Lieutenant General Muhammad Abdul Aziz, HI (M)

MESSAGE FROM THE ADMINISTRATOR
We have kept ourselves agile and learned to adapt through innovation
while passing through the uncertainties of year 2021 stemming from the
pandemic.
Reinventing ourselves to fit the emotional & societal needs of our customers
has given us remarkable success in developing business and customer’s
trust. Pandemic’s issue with emergence of its variants is expected to
continue for the foreseeable future, in spite of such disruption, DHA team is
ready to acknowledge and respect the values and desires of the customers
& community. Throughout 2021, we carried out regulation and routine
services physically and virtually to enhance compliance and to protect
the community interest. We continued to emphasise on digital platforms
and virtual connections in order to ensure uninterrupted continuing
professional development amidst the new norms.
My advice for the year 2022 would be to embrace new technologies
and make participation in larger and more diverse networks to keep our
business uniquely positioned to come out on top.
Season Greetings & a very Happy New Year!
Brigadier Waheed Gul Satti, SI (M)

PRESIDENT DHA EXECUTIVE BOARD
LT GEN MUHAMMAD ABDUL AZIZ HI (M)
WITH DHA MANAGEMENT

GOLF
EXPRESSIONS

DEFENCE RAYA OPEN PROFESSIONAL
GOLF TOURNAMENT 29th Oct - 1st Nov, 2021
HAVE A GOOD
ROUND !

PRESIDENT DHA EXECUTIVE BOARD LT GEN MUHAMMAD ABDUL AZIZ, HI (M) GRACED THE OCCASION AS CHIEF GUEST

SUCCESS SEEMS TO BE CONNECTED WITH ACTION

PROJECTS GLOSSARY
Keys Handing Over Ceremony

GOLDCREST

FOODIE EXPERIENCE

Start of famous eateries in Phase VI & VII
The very first restaurant in the world was opened in Paris in 1765 by a tavern keeper,
who started serving sheep’s feet simmered in a white sauce as a single dish.
Thailand & France offer the wonders of cuisines. Mexico’s cuisine is colourful, fiery
and never boring like the country. The travellers are hooked on Spain because
Spaniards like to take their time preparing and enjoying their meals. Italy is a
paradise for food. Every meal in Italy is made with fresh flavourful ingredients.
Famous for its lavish use of aromatic spices and depth of flavour, Pakistani food is
also considered one of the world’s greatest cuisines. Tourism and the global sharing
of information has encouraged Chinese tourists to return demanding French
cheeses and British citizens now expect to find a Thai restaurant, this broadens
both culinary and cultural horizons and intercultural tolerance as a result.
DHA Lahore is an ambassador to introduce luxurious life style by providing a trail of
facilities in convenient locations. A variety of food restaurants are present in DHA
to satisfy the taste goblet of the super tasters. The start of KFC & Hardees at Phase
VI and MacDonald at Phase VII is the desirous addition.
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INTEGRATED MEETING THE HEALTH CARE
NEEDS OF COMMUNITY
MEDICAL
CARE (IMC)

DHA is well aware of the growing needs of its residents and has adopted a
pragmatic & preemptive approach thus keeping its committals to facilitate
the residents at foremost priority. Integrated Medical Care has started
functioning on 25th October, 2021 in Phase-V which is providing state of the
art health care ambiance. Administrator DHA Lahore inaugurated the facility
with satisfaction after the inspection of available medical services.

SAY YES TO YOUR
GOOD HEALTH

Provision of enhanced
Medical Services

INAUGRATION CEREMONY OF INTENSIVE
CARE UNIT (ICU)
Healthcare is the sensitive and prestigious
paradigm of community services. DHA Medical
Centre has a history of reliable services and
welcomes the patients in the most caring and
proficient manner. Trained and qualified doctors
and staff are present at DHA Medical Centre to
deal all the medical concerns with empathy,
warmth and professional ethics. Brigadier
Waheed Gul Satti, Administrator DHA Lahore has

inaugurated the facility of Intensive Care Unit
(ICU) at W-block DHA Medical Centre, Phase III,
on 15th of December, 2021. The already provided
services of this Medical Centre includes Dialysis
Unit & Dental Unit, this project of DHA is working
in a serene place to nurture the health which
is a source of satisfaction for the community
members.

PROJECTS
GLOSSARY

THE MOST DEVOUT
EXPRESSION
INAUGURATION OF
MOSQUES

MOSQUE SECTOR-S, PHASE VIII, INAUGRATED ON 27th AUGUST, 2021

MOSQUE SECTOR-L, PHASE VI

MOSQUE SECTOR-D (CCA-II), PHASE VI, INAUGRATED ON
12th NOVEMBER, 2021

14th August

The dazzling, shimmering sky by awe-inspiring
fireworks will stay in mind...
A brilliant flash of light followed the
explosion as the professionals set off
the first firework from DHA main office
rooftop to celebrate 14th August, the
National Day adorned with National
fervour.
It was quite glaring to watch as some
of the fireworks shot straight up before
exploding, while others quickly shattered
into thousands of sparks.
Fireworks are the part of many
celebrations all across the globe.
The awe-inspiring sight of multi-colored
fireworks exploded in the sky over DHA
community was enjoyed and greatly
appreciated by the residents.

Community watched the extravagant
display of vivid green, red, orange, purple
and yellow colours against the night sky.
DHA hosted a sports prize distribution
ceremony also for the encouragement of
winners of cycling & archery competitions.
The winners and the legends from the
field of sports received cash prizes by
the Administrator DHA Lahore Brigadier
Waheed Gul Satti and were warmly
applauded by the audience. DHA has
exhibited the day of independence
with great warmth and earnestness of
feelings which is not only the pride of this
community but the whole nation.

TEENS NEED
ROLE MODELS
TO HELP THEM
IN THEIR OWN
JOURNEY

DHA hosted Declamation Contests to pay homage to National
Heroes as these trailblazing individuals led inspiring lives and their
strenuous efforts transformed the dream of an independent state
into a reality.
YOUTH is the engine of positive change and teens need role
models to help them in their own journey. DHA Education System is
making diligent efforts to educate the students who are future flag
bearers of Pakistan by providing them a wholesome environment
for learning which provides necessary platform for them to achieve
their intellectual, physical and artistic potential. The faculty of DHA
Education System is genuinely caring about their students, and act
as pillars of support that students can approach with any queries.

Formal speeches improve the confidence,
language skill, demonstrate gestures
and build ability to make the audience
convinced of the speaker’s point of view.

Move Yourself
Through the Water

Experience Natation at DHA
DHA National Open & Age Group Swimming
Championship 2021
Sport is an integral part of our social fabric and it has an important role in DHA’s culture. Knowing the fact, participation in Sport activities celebrates
diversity and improves the wellbeing of a community, DHA has made well equipped - sports arenas of spectacular opulence, open to people of all
ages & gender in DHA.
Holding DHA National Open & Age Group Swimming Championship 2021 from 19th to 21st November at K- Block Swimming Pool Complex,
Phase V, is a great appreciation for DHA. This fantastic event of National Swimming Championship was highly liked by the residents, participants,
Pakistan Swimming Federation, Pakistan Women Swimming Association and technical personnel. The male & female swimmers from all over the
Pakistan found this championship an enjoyable experience and highly praised the grandiose swimming pool facility present in DHA Lahore.
The ambiance of the swimming pool was found superb, splendid and professional. The prideful winners and entrants received the contemporary
medals, mementos and commemorations prepared elegantly by DHA. The K- Block Swimming Pool Complex, Phase V is a state of the art facility by
DHA capable to hold comfortably the high level competitions, galas and championships.

“The water is your friend...you don’t have to fight with water, just share the same spirit
as the water, and it will help you move.”

Start like a Champion

DHA National Boxing
Championship 2021

THEY GAVE AN EXHIBITION OF
THE SWEET SCIENCE THAT
TOOK THE BREATH AWAY
DHA Lahore being a high- end living
society has special focus to maintain an
ambiance of healthy living for which a
number of activities are being conducted
in the community including sports after
the relaxation of Covid-19 Pandemic’s
restrictions.
Viewing live boxing is simply amazing
which makes you wanted to box. DHA
Lahore has hosted the event of DHA
National Boxing Championship 2021 with
magnanimity from 1st to 6th December at
Captain Fasih Babar Amin Shaheed Sports
Complex, Phase-VI, for men and women
both.
Female Boxing now looks to the
empowerment of women. We salute the
female boxers who are breaking down
barriers and are seeking equal opportunities
to practice the sweet science. It is time for
women to be able to participate as amateur
and professional boxers on an equal
footing.
Boxing involves techniques for both
attacking and defending.
There are many interesting terms used in
Boxing, let us know about few of these like:
Cruiserweight
Professional boxing competition is divided
into weight divisions in order to provide
a more “level playing field.” Any boxer
weighing 200lbs or less can compete in and

is classified as a cruiserweight.
Cutting-off-the-Ring
This is a technique that involves limiting
an opponent’s movement by stepping side
to side, not allowing him to move freely
around the ring.
DHA relevant team of officers stood
successful to surpass the expectations as
they prepared the venue of the boxing
dramatically appealing for the boxers and
audience both. DHA families & the general
public entered Captain Fasih Babar Amin
Shaheed Sports Complex, Phase-VI to
beguile some of the time, but most of them
spent long hours as they found none the
less an enthralling combination of strong
boxing-performances at a spellbinding
venue.

“Sometimes you just
have to roll with the
punches.” ...
The Counter Punch, Corkscrew Punch,
Combination, Check Hook, Bob
and Weave, Backpedal, Peek-A-Boo,
Accidental Butt, Toe-to-Toe

PUT YOUR EDUCATION
INTO PRACTICE

Students & Employers both can reap the benefits
DHA Lahore is offering internship opportunity to undergraduates and graduates as one of the
corporate social responsibility in line with HEC policy. Number of the students, from renowned
institutions of Pakistan, are joining to avail the chance of learning at DHA through internship
program.
The organisation is providing the interns a chance to put their knowledge into real world application.
Interns looking to explore the relevant knowledge skills are enjoying new learning & experience
at different branches of DHA Lahore. DHA has also hosted the interaction session of interns with
Administrator DHA Brigadier Waheed Gul Satti, in this session interns shared their learnings &
satisfaction as being the proud working member of Defence Housing Authority. Furthermore a
merit certificate distribution ceremony was also hosted by the organisation in which Administrator
DHA appreciated the commitment & seriousness of interns which they have shown at their work
desks. He also expressed admiration for HR branch to get engaged interns so efficiently. The interns
shared with Administrator DHA Brigadier Waheed Gul Satti, they are acquiring more well rounded
experiences and getting to see firsthand, the work operations of the organisation. Internship at DHA
is being offered to 100 interns per annum for 4-10 weeks with stipend.

“An internship provides the work experience
that helps students put their education into
practice, develop their leadership skills and
give them a competitive advantage as they
pursue a permanent position.”
-Lowry

GOOD BYE
STAFF...

“if you are brave enough to
say goodbye, life will reward
you with a new hello.”

WE WILL REMEMBER YOU WITH WARM THOUGHTS AND
MEMORIES
DHA has tradition to hold farewell dinner for the
officers on completion of their tenure with the
organisation to make them feel leaving DHA
with respect and let them know their working
time is appreciated and they are wished good
luck in the future which is a professional norm.
This year the farewell ceremony for the departed
officers took place on 6th November, 2021 at
Defence Club.

TUNEFUL MUSICAL 4th DECEMBER. 2021
EVENING DEFENCE CLUB SECTOR-J, PHASE-I

Live Music Performance !
Music is the soundtrack of life and it’s not wrong to say music is
love in search of a word. A huge number of community members
have enjoyed tuneful musical night at DHA J-club on
4th December, 2021. The stardom of music world in Pakistan,
Aima Baig & Farhan Saeed, made the show a memorable gig.

Christmas
Greetings

Democracy can not
survive without the
guidance of a creative
minority. ~Harlan Stone

ADMINISTRATOR DHA WITH CHRISTIAN EMPLOYEES
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Write even when the world is chaotic

Our last issue of the year is in your hands, pandemic challenges are continued and we have to combat with its variants,
with a wishful thinking creative pulse is quickened once again.
If I look back at the year 2021 in DHA, the year that has found us in many situations ends on optimistic notes. I am blown
away at the earned success of DHA team which we have achieved by acceptance of reality & staying diligent under the
able guidance of DHA management. The comfort of attainment we have raised is giving us confidence and reasons to
step into 2022 with more buoyancy to do the right things without fear and to make DHA community more satisfying
and happier.
The mission of this Bulletin is to make it really newsworthy for the reader. The advancement which is the part of this
publication is a source, an archive and it creates togetherness also amongst the reader and internal audience.
Being on gist with each other, through this editorial note I want to invite all my readers to share their suggestions, notes
or their own stories, some can make us laugh, some can make us cry and some others can make us think. I want to
extend this invitation not only to my seniors, colleagues and juniors but to our esteemed residents mainly. We will make
it the part of this publication to build more cohesion and ownership.
Stay connected with us at feedback.publication@dhalahore.org
Let’s build bridges, capacity and awareness in these 365 days of 2022 to make our community even more rich!
							Thank you for your readership & trust!
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“ The steadfast love of the Lord never ceases; His mercies
never come to an end;they are new every morning;great
is your faithfulness. ”
- Walt Whitman

TAKE A STAND TO
KEEP OUR PLANET
CLEAN

Rooftop and Vertical Gardening
for Environmental Sustainability

DHA aims to Go Green as city’s environment is at risk due to significant increase in urbanization.
Rapid decrease in green and agricultural land is of great concern, DHA management intends to increase
plantation by promoting green roofs.
Roof gardens help in producing Oxygen and reducing Carbon dioxide emissions. Moreover, DHA is
promoting usage of renewable energy sources such as Solar Panels. The DHA bye-laws are in process of
updating with a view that at least 50% rooftop in all residential and commercial buildings should have
Green Area and dovetailing Solar Panels. Moreover, commercial buildings will be emphasized to have
vertical gardening as a contribution towards environmental sustainability.

